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 The evolution of the so-called «hacker’s underground» 
led to new criminal models and approaches in the 
Cybercrime world. 

 

 This presentation will analyze the so-called 
"Underground Economy", its players and scenarios, then 
zooming in the Bitcoins - as well as different "cybercrime 
currencies. 

 

 I will bring to the audience our own experiences on 
these critical research areas. 
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• In order to «outperform your adversaries», you must know who they 
are. 
– And, over the last 10 years, the concept of «attacker» has dramatically 

changed. 

 
• Also, the concept of a «secure system» doesn’t exist anymore. (IMHO). 

Well, actually, it never existed  
– Vulnerabilities brought-in by vendors 
– 0days market 
– State-Sponsored attacks 
– DDoS powershot 
– Cybercrime & Underground Economy 

 
• That’s why this presentation will focus on something different, trying to 

walk you by new perspectives, providing case studies as well. 

Let’s stop dreaming! 



Also… 

 In the Information Security (InfoSec) world, we have a 
tremendous problem: the terminology.  

 Each term has different meanings, depending on the context and the 
actor 

 

 This is not enough, tough: in the last years a new trend come out, 
which is adding the prefix “cyber” to most of the terms.  



 In Italy, we’ve “solved the whole thing”: in the last January 
2013 DPCM (National law, “Decreto Presidenza Consiglio dei 
Ministri”), we do have the “cibernetic security” (sicurezza 
cibernetica). 

Which to us, recalls something (much) different! 

Picture credits: Daniele Dal Re 

→ LOL    

As a side note 



 

 

No common spelling… 

„Cybersecurity, Cyber-security, Cyber Security ?” 

No common definitions… 

Cybercrime is…? 

No clear actors… 

Cyber – Crime/war/terrorism ? 

No common components?… 

 In those non English-speaking countries, problems with correctly 
understanding words and terms rise up. 
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Disclaimer 

● The information contained within this presentation do not infringe 
on any intellectual property nor does it contain tools or recipe that 
could be in breach with known laws. 

● The statistical data presented belongs to the Hackers Profiling 
Project by UNICRI and ISECOM. 

● Quoted trademarks belongs to registered owners. 

● The views expressed are those of the author(s) and speaker(s) and 
do not necessary reflect the views of UNICRI or others United 
Nations agencies and institutes, nor the views of ENISA and its PSG 
(Permanent Stakeholders Group), neither Security Brokers ones. 

● Contents of this presentation may be quoted or reproduced, 
provided that the source of information is acknowledged. 
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Once upon a time… 

• I joined the wonderful world of hacking 
around 1985. 

• Back in 1996, after the operation «Ice 
Trap» which leaded to my (home) arrest 
in 1995, I jumped back to the 
underground «scene». 

• My hackers friends told me they just 
began doing something named 
«Penetration Test». 
– I had no idea WTF that thing was. 
– Then I realized someone was glad to pay 

you in order to «hack» into something. 
– With rules, tough. It was legal. 
– Paid in order to do what I mostly liked?!? 

Risks-free?? 
– «You must be kidding», LOL  



Once upon a time… 

• Still on those years, we used to find bugs on our own: 
– Sun Solaris (we [still] love you so much) 

– HP/UX (harder) 

– VAX/VMS, AXP/OpenVMS (very few ones) 

– Linux (plenty of) 

– etc… 

• No one was paying us for those findings. It was just 
phun. 

• No one was «selling» that stuff.  
– We used to keep ‘em for us, and occasionally «exchange» 

the exploits with some other (trusted) hackers. 



Years later… 

• A couple of things happened. 
 
• Money slowly got involved in this research-

based thing. 
– And, the whole world got «always-on», 

«interconnected», IT&TLC fully-addicted. 

 
• Then, Cybercrime moved to its prime-time age. 
 
• Money quickly got involved in this exploits-race 

thing. 



The actors  

• Guys, we’ve «evolved», somehow… 

• Here’s what United Nations says (Hacker’s Profiling Project): 

 



And, it’s not  

just «hackers» 



→ Why «Cybercrime»?  

Cybercrime 

“2011 Cybercrime financial turnover  apparently 
scored up more than Drugs dealing, Human  

Trafficking and  Weapons Trafficking turnovers” 
 

Various sources (UN, USDOJ, INTERPOL, 2011) 
 

Financial Turnover, estimation: 6-12 BLN USD$/year 

«Cybercrime 
ranks as one  

of the top  
four economic 

crimes»  
 
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLC 
Global Economic Crime 
Survey 2011 

2013: (at least) 20B USD$/year 



→ Why «Cybercrime»?  

Today’s scenario (cybercrime) 



WHY IS ALL OF THIS HAPPENING? 
• Because users are stupid (or «naive», 

uneducated, not aware, etc…) 

– Videoclip: the «wizard» from Belgium 



→ The «RBN model» (Russian Business Network) 

OC (organized crime) meets  with Cybercrime 



→ Command chain (and operating phases) 

OC (organized crime) meets  with Cybercrime 



→ Approach by «operative macro-units» 

OC (organized crime) meets  with Cybercrime 



→  Cybercrime  ≠ “hackers”  

Differences 



…That was RBN. Now things evolved  



…Let’s take a look from the beginning ‘till now (2013) 



…Let’s take a look from the beginning ‘till now (2013) 



Videoclip time! 



We are speaking about an ecosystem which is very often 
underevaluated: most of times, it is the starting or transit point 
towards different ecosystems: 
 Information Warfare 

 Black Ops 

 Industrial Espionage 

 Hacktivism 

 (private) Cyber Armies 

 Underground Economy and Black Markets 
 Organized Crime 

 Carders 

 Botnet owners 

 0days 

 Malware factories (APTs, code-writing outsourcing) 

 Lonely wolves 

 “cyber”-mercenaries, Deep Web, etc 

→ Zooming in   

* ESPIONAGE 



→ As we can see, not so many differences with the hacking approach 

Source: Saalbach:  «Cyberwar Methods & Practice» 

* ESPIONAGE 



→ Geopolitical Shift: 2013 - Map of Cyber Defense evolving Member States (partial) 

EU 

Source: Flavia Zappa, 
Security Brokers, 2013 



→ Geopolitical shift : 2013 - Map of ITU Dubai General Assembly December (red=not signed; black=signed) 

World 

Source: Flavia Zappa, 
Security Brokers, 2013 



WHAT’S HAPPENING AROUND? 

• Cybercrime and Information Warfare have a very wide spectrum 
of action and use intrusion techniques which are nowadays, 
somehow, available to a growing amount of Actors, which use 
them in order to accomplish different goals, with approaches and 
intensity which may deeply vary.  

 

• All of the above is launched against any kind of targets: Critical 
Infrastructures, Governative Systems, Military Systems, Private 
Companies of any kind, Banks, Medias, Interest Groups, Private 
Citizens.… 
–  National States 

–  IC / LEAs 

–  Organized Cybercrime 

–  Hacktivists 

–  Industrial Spies 

–  Terrorists 

–  Corporations 

–  Cyber Mercenaries 

Everyone against everybody 



Making Cyber “something”… 

• „dummy list“ of  „ID-10T“  for phishing 
• background info on organisation (orgchart etc.) 
• Primer for sector-specific social-engineering 
• proxy servers 
• banking arrangements  
• purchase attack-kits 
• rent botnets 
• find (trade!) good C&C server 

• purchase 0-days / certificates 
• purchase skill-set  
• bespoke payload / search terms •Purchase L2/L3 system data 

• equipment to mimic target network 
• dummy run on similar network 
• sandbox zerodays 

Alexander Klimburg 2012 



The pricing debate 

• I think all of you remember this: 

Source: Forbes, “Shopping For Zero-Days: A Price List For Hackers’ Secret Software Exploits”, 2012, in 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/andygreenberg/2012/03/23/shopping-for-zero-days-an-price-list-for-hackers-secret-
software-exploits   



The pricing debate 

• What about this? (CHEAP but LAME, India’s ones) 



Where’s the truth? 
 

What’s the right approach 
with «pricing»? 



→ 0-day Markets   

0-day 

Software 

«Bug» 
Vendors 

CERT (ICS-CERT) 
National Institutions 

Patch 

Software Rel 
x.y.z 

Black Market 
(Cybercrime) Black Market 

(underground) 

Getting the big picture 



A different (more serious?) approach  

 
 

Public Knowledge   
of the vulnerability 

Buyer’s typology 
IS = IT Security companies 
INT = Intelligence Agencies  

for Governmental use  
(National Security protection) 

MIL = MoD/related actors  
for warfare use  

OC = Cybercrime 

 
 

0-day Exploit code + 
PoC Cost: Min/Max 

Y IS 10K – 50K USD 

Y INT 30K – 150K USD 

Y MIL 50K – 200K USD 

Y OC 5K – 80K USD 

N ALL X2 – X10 



 
 

Public 
Knowledge   

of the 
vulnerability 

Vulnerability relays on: 
 

Operating System ( OS) 
 

Major General Applications 
(MGA)  

 
SCADA-Industrial 

Automation (SCADA) 

Buyer’s typology 
 

IS = IT Security companies 
INT = Intelligence Agencies  

for Governmental use 
(National Security protection) 

MIL = MoD/related actors  
for warfare use  

OC = Cybercrime 

 
 

0-day Exploit 
code + PoC 

Cost: Min/Max 

Y OS OC 40K – 100K 

Y MGA INT 100K – 300K 

Y SCADA MIL 100K – 300K 

N OS MIL 300K – 600K 

N SCADA MIL 400K – 1M 

A different (more serious?) approach  



On Bitcoins 



On Bitcoins 

 A peer-to-peer digital currency that is pseudo-anonymous.  
 
 The identity of the individual is disguised, but his/her transactions 

are open to the public. It is anonymous to the extent that it is 
difficult to relate a digital identity to an actual person. 

 
 Bitcoins have huge implications on money laundering.  
 
 Various government institutions around the world are starting to 

view it as an area requiring regulation.  



On Bitcoins 

 Bitcoins are created through a process of ‘mining’, in which 
users who provide their computing power, verify and record 
payments into a public ledger in exchange for transaction 
fees in newly minted bitcoins. 
 

 This process is akin to a central bank printing new money, 
but is less centralised.  



On Bitcoins: why is it important to business? 

 Botnets steal your computing power to either: 
1) ‘Mine’ more bitcoins. Similar to SETI, but more nefarious.  
2) Conduct various cyber crimes 
 

 If your networks are insecure, you are indirectly facilitating cyber 
criminals. 



On Bitcoins 



On Bitcoins 



Round-tripping with Bitcoins 

Illegal 

Money 

Aquired 

through clic 

fraud, 

carding…etc 

Exchanger 

Verified exchanger 

or peers 

E.g. Mt Gox, 

Coinbase, Bitstamp 

or anyone else 
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Bitcoin 

Account 

Bitcoin  

“Smurfed” 

Account 

Cash out 

Money 

transferred 

or taken out 

from 

Exchanger 



Round-tripping with Bitcoins 



Round-tripping with Bitcoins 



Summary on Bitcoins 

 While Bitcoins can be used legitimately, they are used by cyber criminals to 
launder money.  
 

 An unsecured network can be used by the same cyber criminals, thereby indirectly 
increasing their gains. 
 

 More regulation is required in the area. 
 
 

 We would like to use international credit card fraud data to further examine to 
extent to which Bitcoins are related to fraud. 
 

 The data has been difficult to obtain so far. 
 



HOW DO YOU PAY CYBERCRIME 
SERVICES/PRODUCTS? 

 CASH (F2F) 

 Offshore bank accounts 

 Underground currencies (digital) 

 NOTE: it’s not just about Bitcoin! 



HAWALA 



Learning from terrorism financial approach 



Underground Curriences  



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Underground Curriences 



Bad guys hacking bad guys 



 Despite being or not APTs, attacks evolved over the last 3-4 years, focusing on the human 
factor when dealing with targeted espionage, getting benefits from: 

 Ignorance of the victims (lack of education, basic training, security awareness, simulations); 
 Exposure and visibility on the Social Networks of the companies and its employees; 
 contractors and external suppliers; 
 BYOL (Bring your own device: smartphones, tablets; 
 “remote working”; 
 Lack of dialogue and information exchange with other market players (even competitors!); 
 Lack of procedures (approved, ready-to-go, tested) for Incident Handling, Digital Forensics e overall 

the “PR Security Management”. 
 
 The “solution”? There is not a panacea which “fixes everything”. But, good sense, personnel 

education and being ready to manage such incidents. 
 Speaking with the management, getting the authorizations approved 
 Security Awareness to all of the company’s levels 
 Specific trainings (IT department, software developers, Security department, Blue Team) and 

practical simulations (at least) yearly (2-3 /year=better) 
 The most important thing: work along with colleagues from different departments, such as Legal, 

Human Resources, Marketing, Sales!! 
 
 

Conclusions 
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Contacts, Q&A 

• Need anything, got doubts, wanna ask me 
smth? 

– rc [at] security-brokers [dot] com 

– Pub key: http://www.security-brokers.com/keys/rc_pub.asc  
 

Thanks for your attention! 

  

 QUESTIONS? 

http://www.security-brokers.com/keys/rc_pub.asc
http://www.security-brokers.com/keys/rc_pub.asc
http://www.security-brokers.com/keys/rc_pub.asc

